
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: REFUSAL
REF NO: 3PL/2018/0221/F CASE OFFICER Lisa ODonovan

LOCATION: HARLING APPNTYPE: Full
Field Lodge,Eccles Road POLICY: Out Settlemnt Bndry
Harling ALLOCATION: N

CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Mr Peter Allott
c/o David Futter Associates Ltd

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: David Futter Associates Ltd
Arkitech House 35 Whiffler Road
Norwich

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Construction of two detached dwellings and garages

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The application is brought to Committee at the request of the Ward Representative.

KEY ISSUES

Principle of development
Impact on character and appearance
Impact upon amenity
Impact upon highway safety
Impact on trees

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

The application seeks permission for the erection of two, detached two storey dwellings, each with a
detached garage on land to the north of Field Lodge.  Materials indicated are:  Plot 1 - Cream coloured
render on top of a red brick plinth and Plot 2 - Cream coloured render, Cedral cream white timber cladding on
top of red brick plinth, although precise details have not been supplied.

SITE AND LOCATION

The site is currently garden land which serves Field Lodge which is situated to the south, there are open
views of the land from the roadside and the agricultural land beyond, with hedging providing screening to the
east and north boundaries.

EIA REQUIRED

No
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RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

No relevant site history

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the adopted Breckland Core Strategy and Development Control Policies and the
adopted Site Specific Policies and Proposals Document, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application.  The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance  have also been taken into account, where appropriate

CP.04 Infrastructure
CP.14 Sustainable Rural Communities
DC.01 Protection of Amenity
DC.02 Principles of New Housing
DC.16 Design
DC.19 Parking Provision
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance
SS1 Spatial Strategy

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not Applicable

CONSULTATIONS

HARLING P C
Harling Parish Council raised no objections
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS
No objection subject to conditions.
CONTAMINATED LAND OFFICER
No objection subject to conditions.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS
There are no objections or comments on the grounds of Environmental Protection, providing the
development proceeds in line with the application details.
ROBERT KYBIRD
This application was discussed yesterday by Harling Parish Council who raised no objection. The application
site is close to a 2017 approval 3PL/2016/1128/F. There is a need to take into account nearby contaminated
land however the proposal is well laid out and worthy of consideration, I request therefore as ward councillor
that this application be considered by committee.
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TREE AND COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT
Given the information provided by A.T Coombes I have no objection to the removal of the Beech Tree.

REPRESENTATIONS

Site notice erected: 20-03-2018
Consultations issued: 12-03-2018

4 letters of representation were received, 2 in support, 1 offering comment in respect of the house size and 1
raising objections relating to the size of the houses, the lack of doctors provision and the sewers and drains
not being able to cope.

ASSESSMENT NOTES

1.0  Principle

1.1  The application seeks full planning permission for the erection of 2, two storey dwellings on land outside
a settlement boundary.  For this reason the proposal conflicts in principle with Policies DC02 and CP14 of the
Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan Document, (2009), which seek to focus
new housing within defined Settlement Boundaries.  However, paragraph 49 of states that housing
applications should be granted permission in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable
development.

1.2  The NPPF identifies three dimensions of sustainable development:

-  Economic, in terms of building a strong economy and in particular by ensuring that sufficient land is of the
right type and is available in the right places.
-  Social, by supporting, strong and healthy communities by providing the supply of housing required to meet
future need in a high quality environment with accessible local services and
-  Environmental, through the protection and enhancement of the natural, built and historic environment.

1.3  Paragraph 8 of the NPPF also stresses that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation because
they are mutually dependent; therefore a balanced assessment against these three roles is required.

1.4  In terms of the economic and social criteria, the proposal would provide two new dwellings and would
make a positive, albeit modest, contribution to the housing supply and provide some short-term economic
benefits through its construction, and longer-term economic benefits through additional household spend
within the surrounding area that would be generated by the provision of the dwelling.  However, given the
small scale nature of the development these benefits are not considered to be significant and not definitive in
this instance.

1.5  With regard to whether this is a suitable location, the site is outside the Settlement Boundary of Harling
with the settlement boundary approximately 500m to the south-west of the site.    Harling is a service centre
with a good range of services including a primary school and nursery, a shop, butchers and fish and chip
shop, pub, village hall and doctors, therefore limiting the need to travel further afield for day to day services.
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1.6  It should be noted that the NPPF recognises that opportunities to maximise sustainable transport
solutions.  There are various bus routes and connections to Norwich as well as a more limited service to
Diss.  The proposal will therefore be in line with paragraph 55 which states that housing should be located
where it will enhance and maintain the vitality of existing rural communities and help sustain facilities in the
surrounding settlements.   It is acknowledged that the distance to the Harling settlement boundary/main hub
of the village is not so excessive that it couldn't be made by walking or cycling.

1.7  In terms of the previous application to the south of the site, referenced by the Ward Representative, it
was considered when applying the planning balance, that the harm caused in that instance was minimal
given the infill nature of the plot.  In contrast, this site lies beyond the current extent of built development and
as such would materially and adversely impact on the character of this essentially open, countryside location.

2.0  Impact on character and appearance of the area

2.1  The environmental role of sustainable development seeks to in part contribute to protecting and
enhancing the natural, built and historic environment. Consideration of a development's impact on the
character and appearance of the area within which it is situated is, therefore, integral to the environmental
dimension of sustainable design, as is its design.

2.2  Policy DC16 requires all new development to achieve the highest standard of design. As part of this, all
design proposals must preserve or enhance the existing character of an area. Consideration will also be
given to the density of buildings in a particular area and the landscape/townscape effect of any increased
density.

2.3  Policy CP11 seeks the protection and enhancement of the landscape for the sake of its intrinsic beauty
and benefit to the rural character.  Development should have particular regard to maintaining the aesthetic
and biodiversity qualities of natural and man-made features within the landscape, including consideration of
individual or groups of natural and man-made features such as trees, hedges and woodland or rivers,
streams or other topographical features.

2.4  The application proposes 2, two storey dwellings and garages comprising of a traditional form and
design, in keeping with the character of the adjacent dwellings.  Notwithstanding the above, it is considered
that the proposal relates as a further intrusion into the open countryside as this area of the garden almost
acts as a gateway to the wider rural countryside beyond given its low and open boundary treatments.  The
primary character of Eccles Road is obtained principally through its green fields and rural/agricultural context.
The further erosion of this is considered to be of detriment to the overall character and appearance of the
area which is largely undeveloped and the development here does not relate as a natural extension to the
existing settlement boundary.   In light of the above, the application is considered contrary to the
environmental role of sustainable development and Policies CP11 and DC16 of the adopted core strategy.

3.0  Impact on amenity

3.1  Policy DC1 seeks to protect residential amenity and that all new development must have regard to
amenity considerations and states that development will not be permitted where there are unacceptable
effects on the amenity of neighbouring residents and future occupants.

3.2  In terms of amenity impact, the dwellings have been sited within the plot so that there is a good degree
of separation between them, the staggered siting and internal layout has been well considered in order to
reduce first floor windows/overlooking implications and whilst a first floor seating area is proposed for House
2, the oblique angles as a result of the staggered siting and separation distances will ensure that overlooking
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is not a significant issue in this instance.  The proposal also provides each dwelling with a good amount of
private amenity space.  In light of these factors, the proposal is considered to accord with Policy DC1.

4.0  Impact on highway safety

4.1  Policy CP4 of the Core strategy seeks to ensure that all access and safety concerns are resolved in new
developments. Policy DC19 requires sufficient Parking for all new development.  Following an amended plan
which proposes the removal of a tree within the highway boundary in order to improve the substandard
visibility originally proposed and confirmation that the landowner of the adjacent field is happy for the visibility
splay to include land within his ownership (notice was served), the Highway Authority considers that having
revisited the site and observed traffic speed that it would be difficult to substantiate an objection, subject to
conditions.  The application is therefore considered acceptable in highway safety terms.

5.0  Impact on trees

5.1  Policy DC12 seeks to preserve the District's trees, hedgerows and other natural features and secure
appropriate landscaping schemes to mitigate the impact of, and complement, new development.  In order to
improve the visibility from the site, a revised proposal has been submitted which proposes the removal of a
tree to the north of the application site/access and the replacement of 7no. new trees within the site as way of
mitigating this loss.  This scheme was put to the Tree and Countryside Officer for comment, no objections
was raised.

6.0  Conclusion

6.1  When applying the planning balance, whilst it could be argued that the proposal meets the aims and
objectives of the social role of sustainable development, the small number of the dwellings proposed
alongside the environmental impact and harm identified above is not considered to outweigh any benefits in
this regard.   As a result, the proposal is recommended for refusal as it fails to meet all three roles of
sustainable development.

RECOMMENDATION Refusal of Planning Permission

REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL

1 Character and appearance
The Local Planning Authority considers that the introduction of additional dwellings in this
location, where residential development is limited, would appear as a further visual intrusion
of development within the countryside given the open nature of the garden and its
relationship with the countryside beyond.  The further erosion of this is considered to be of
detriment to the overall character and appearance of the area which is largely undeveloped.
As such the proposal would conflict with the environmental dimensions of sustainable
development as defined by paragraph 7 of the NPPF and adopted Core Strategy Policies
DC1, DC16 and CP11.
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